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Abstract: A central issue in the analysis of complex networks is the assessment of their stability and vulnerability. A variety of
measures have been proposed in the literature to quantify the stability of networks and a number of graph-theoretic parameters have
been used to derive formulas for calculating network reliability. Different measures for graph vulnerability have been introduced so far
to study different aspects of the graph behavior after removal of vertices or links such as connectivity, toughness, scattering number,
binding number, residual closeness and integrity. In this paper, we consider betweenness centrality of a graph. Betweenness centrality
of a vertex of a graph is portion of the shortest paths all pairs of vertices passing through a given vertex. In this paper, we obtain exact
values for betweenness centrality for some wheel related graphs namely gear, helm, sunflower and friendship graphs.
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1 Introduction

Vulnerability is an important concept in network analysis.The vulnerability of a communication network is defined as

the measurement of the global strength of its underlying graph. The design of a good communication network must take

into account notions such as reliability and vulnerability. When the network requirements are expressed in terms of graph

theoretical parameters, the problem of analysis and designof networks becomes finding a graphG satisfying some

specified requirement.

Communication systems are often subjected to failures and attacks. A variety of measures have been proposed in the

literature to quantify the robustness of networks and a number of graph-theoretic parameters have been used to derive

formulas for calculating network reliability. For instance, connectivity of a graph is an important and the earliest measure

of robustness of a network [9]. However, the connectivity only partly reflects the ability of graphs to retain connectedness

after vertex or edge deletion. Other improved measures wereintroduced and studied, such as toughness, scattering

number, integrity, residual closeness, tenacity etc. [2,3,4,8,9,15,16,17]. In this paper we study the concept of

betweenness centrality, introduced as a useful measure of graph vulnerability. The betweenness centrality can be defined

as the portion of shortest paths of a graph that pass through aselected vertex. The index attracts the attention due to not

only the use in real network analysis but also its mathematical properties [14].

The betweenness centrality of a graph measures the robustness of network under random vertex or edge removals.

Removing a vertex or an edge with large betweenness centrality means that the communication between many vertex

pairs will be affected, since they will now be forced to exchange information through alternative, possibly longer paths.

Graphs that have large betweenness centralities are sensitive to random removal of a set of vertices or edges. The vertex

or edge betweenness centrality of a graph does not yield any information about the centralities of different vertices or
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edges, that may have large variation among each other. For networks having the same betweenness centrality, large

variations between vertices or edges yield a sensitivity totargeted attacks, since removing the most central verticesmay

significantly disrupt the functioning in network [6,13,14]. It is important that betweenness centrality of the network is

only dependent on its size indirectly, through the average distance of the graph. For a fixed order, the average

betweenness centrality of a network decreases by adding newedges.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, definition and known results for betweenness centrality

are given. In section 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, betweenness centralities of wheel, friendship, helm, gear and sunflower are,

respectively, determined and exact values are given. Conclusion is addressed in Section 8.

2 Betweenness Centrality

In this paper, we consider simple finite undirected graph that has no self-loops and no more than one edge between any

two different vertices. Given a connected graphG = (V,E), n and m denote the number of its vertices and edges,

respectively; foru,v∈ V, u 6= v,(u,v) denotes an ordered pair of vertices. The set of all neighborsof a vertexx is N(x),

and the degree ofx is d (x) = |N(x)|. We denote byδ and∆ the minimum and the maximum degree of the vertices of the

graph, respectively [5,7].

For any two verticesu,v∈V, d (u,v) stands for their distance (that is, the length of a shortestu-v-path) inG. By du,v, we

denote the number of all shortestu-v-paths, and bydu,v(x) the number of all shortestu-v-paths passing through a vertex

x 6= u, v. Let bu,v(x) = du,v(x)/du,v , then thebetweenness B(x) of a vertexx is defined as ∑
(u,v)∈V2

bu,v(x) (note that, ifu

andv belong to different components ofG, then the corresponding term is not included in the sum). Thebetweenness of

the graphG is B(G) = 1
n ∑

x∈V
B(x) [6,13,14].

Theorem 1.[14] B(G) = (n−1)(l̄ −1), wherel̄ is mean distance.

Theorem 2. [13] B(x) ≤ (n− 1)(n − 2) for every vertex x of a graph G, and the equality holds if and only if x is the

center vertex of the star K1,n.

Theorem 3. [14] Let G be a graph of order n and let G′ be the graph obtained from G by connecting two vertices

u,v∈V(G) at distance d= d(u,v)> 1 with a new edge. Then

B(G′)≤ B(G)−
2(d−1)

n
.

Theorem 4.[14] Let G′ = (V,E ′) be a spanning subgraph of the graph G= (V,E). If r = |E\E ′| then

B(G)≤ B(G′)−
2r
n
.

Theorem 5.[14] Let G= (V,E) be a graph of order n and size m, and let T be a spanning tree of G.Then

B(G)≤ B(T)−
2(m−n+1)

n
.

3 Betweenness centrality of wheel graph

A wheelWn of ordern is a graph that contains an outer cycle of ordern−1, and for which every vertex in the cycle is

connected to one vertex (which is known as the hub) [12]. The edges of a wheel which include the hub are called spokes.
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In other words, a wheel graphWn is obtained when a additional vertexc not onCn−1 is joined to each of then−1 vertices

in Cn−1 by new edges. Let the central vertex of a graphWn bec. The central vertexc has a vertex degreen−1 [2,5,7].

Theorem 6. If Wn is a wheel for n≥ 7, then the betweenness value for the wheel graph Wn with n vertices isB(Wn) =
(n−4)(n−1)

2n .

Proof. In the wheel graphWn, the central vertexc is adjacent to each vertex of the cycleCn−1. We consider the all pair

of vertices onCn−1. Let (u, v) be onCn−1 any pair of adjacent vertices. Sinced (u, v) = 1, there is not any shortest path

passing through any vertex except thatu,v in Wn. We have two cases depending on the distance between any two vertices

in Cn−1.

Case 1Let take to vertex pairs, whose distance over cycle isd(u,v) = 2. There areuxvanducvpaths between these vertex

pairs, wherex 6= u,v. It is easy to see thatbu,v(x) = 1/2 , x = 1, n andbu,v(c) = 1/2 .

While there are only one vertex pairs includingx vertex in this path, there aren−1 different vertex pairs including

the center vertexc. Hence, we get

B(x) = 1/2 andB(c) = (n−1)(1/2 ) = (n−1)/2.

Case 2Let take to vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(u,v)> 2. There is onlyucvpath between these vertex pairs.

Obviously we havebu,v(c) = 1. There are(n−1)(n−6)/2 different vertex pairs including the center vertexc.

Therefore, we get

B(c) = (n−1)(n−6)/2.

By summingCase1 and 2, the betweenness values of each vertex are

B(x) = 1/2 andB(c) = (n−1)/2 +(n−1)(n−6)/2 = (n−5)(n−1)/2.

Consequently, the betweenness centrality ofWn is

B(Wn) =
1
n

(

n−1
2

+
(n−5)(n−1)

2

)

=
(n−4)(n−1)

2n
.

Thus, the proof is completed.

4 Betweenness centrality of friendship graph

The friendship graphfn can be constructed by joiningn copies of the cycle graphC3 with a common vertex. Another way

of obtaining friendship graph is addition ofK1 andn copies ofK2 [2,10,11]. Let the central vertex of a friendship graph

fn bec. The central vertexc has a vertex degree of 2n.

Theorem 7. If fn is a friendship graph, then the betweenness value for the friendship graph fn with 2n+1 vertices is

B( fn) =
2n(n−1)

2n+1 .

Proof.The center vertexc in fn is adjacent to each vertices. Because of this, there is not any vertex whose length between

the center vertexc is not bigger than 1. Therefore, we consider only the paths between major vertices. There is onlyucv

path between the vertexu and the vertexv, d(u,v) = 2. From the definition of betweenness, we know thatbu,v(c) = 1.

There are(2n−2)2n/2 different vertex pairs. Hence, the betweenness value of the center vertexc is

B(c) = (2n−2)n= 2n2−2n.

c© 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology
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None of the shortest paths that are between all vertex pairs in graph contains any vertex except the center vertexc. Hence,

the betweenness value of all vertices is zero. Then,B(x) = 0.

Consequently, the betweenness centrality of the friendship graphfn is

B( fn) =
1

2n+1
(2n2−2n) =

2n(n−1)
2n+1

.

Thus, the proof is completed.

5 Betweenness Centrality Of Helm graph

A helm graph is denoted byHn obtained by attaching a single edge and vertex to each vertexof the outer circuit of a wheel

graphWn. The number of the vertices ofHn is 2n−1 and the number of edges is 3(n−1). Let c be the central vertex of

Hn. The central vertexc has a vertex degree ofn. The vertices ofHn\ {c} are of two kinds: vertices of degree four and

one, respectively. The vertices of degree one will be referred to as minor vertices and vertices of degree four to as major

vertices [10,11].

Theorem 8. If Hn is a helm for n≥ 6, then the betweenness value for the helm Hn with 2n− 1 vertices isB(Hn) =
2n3−6n2−14n−7

2(2n−1) .

Proof.We have four cases depending on the center vertexc and major verticesk of Hn:

Case 1Let examine the paths of between major vertices. Since this case is very similar to the proof of Theorem6, we have

B(k) = 1/2 andB(c) = (n−5)(n−1)/2.

Case 2Let examine the paths of between minor vertices in three subcases. Letx andy be different two minor vertices

from each other.

Case 2.1There is only one path betweenx andy which isd(x, y) = 3. In this path, there are two different major

vertices. Each major vertexk is included only one. From the definition of the betweenness value, we

know thatbx,y(k) = 1/1 for each major vertexk. There are two different vertex pairs including each major

vertex. Thus, the betweenness value of the major verticesk is

B(k) = 2.

Case 2.2There are two different paths betweenx andy vertices whose distance over cycşle isd(x, y) = 4. One of

these paths is over cycle and the other one is over the center vertex. The center vertex is included only one

path. Besides, there aren different vertex pairs. From the definition of the betweenness value, we know

that

B(c) = n/2.

The major vertices connected with minor vertices are in bothpaths. So, we know thatbx,y(k) = 2/2. There

are two different vertex pairs inclıuding each major vertex. The other major vertex is included only one

path which is on cycle. Hence, we obtainbx,y(k) = 1/2. By combining obtained two equalities above for

each major vertexk, we have

B(k) = 2(2/2) +1/2 = 5/2.
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Case 2.3There is exactly one path over center vertex between vertex pairs whose distance from over cycle is

d(x, y)> 4. There aren(n−5)/2 different vertex pairs including the center vertex. Then,we have

B(c) = n(n−5)/2.

There are two major vertex connected with minor vertices in the path. These major vertices are included

by n−5 vertex pairs. Hence, for each major vertexk we obtain

B(k) = n−5.

Case 3The paths between minor and major vertices are examined in three subcases. Letx be a major vertex andy be a

minor vertex.

Case 3.1There is only one path betweenx andy vertices,d(x, y) = 2. There is one major vertex between these

vertices. Each major vertices are included by two differentvertex pairs like this. So we have,

B(k) = 2.

Case 3.2There are two different paths betweenx andy vertices,d(x, y) = 3. While one of them is from over cycle,

the other is from over the center vertex. The center vertex isincluded only one path. Thus, we know that

bx,y(c) = 1/2. There are 2n different vertex pairs like this. Therefore, we obtain

B(c) = 2n(1/2 ) = n.

The major vertex which is adjacent with minor vertex is on both paths. So, we know thatbx,y(k) = 2/2.

There are two different vertex pairs. The other major vertexis included only one in the path which is on

cycle. Hence, we obtainbx,y(k) = 1/2. There are also two different vertex pairs for this major vertex. By

combining two equalities obtained above for each major vertexk, we have

B(k) = 2(2/2) +2(1/2) = 3.

Case 3.3There is one path between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle is d(x, y) > 3. The path is over the

center vertex. Each major vertexk and the center vertexc are included byn(n−5) vertex pairs. From the

definition of betweenness value, we know that

B(k) = B(c) = n(n−5).

Case 4There is a two-length path between minor vertices and the center vertex. The path only contains the major vertex.

So, we obtain

B(k) = 1.

By summingCase1, 2, 3 and 4, the betweenness values of the center vertexc and the major verticesk are respectively,

B(c) = (n−5)(n−1)/2+n/2 +n(n−5)/2+n+n(n−5)= (4n2−18n+5)/2

B(k) = 1/2+2+5/2+(n−5)+2+3+n(n−5)+1= n2−4n+6 .
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Consequently, the betweenness centrality for the helm graph Hn is

B(Hn) =
1

2n−1

(

4n2−18n+5
2

+(n−1)(n2−4n+6)

)

=
2n3−6n2−14n−7

2(2n−1)

Thus, the proof is completed.

6 Betweenness centrality of gear graph

Gear graph is a wheel graph with a vertex added between each pair adjacent graph vertices of the outer cycle. Gear graph

Gn has 2n+1 vertices and 3n edges [1,10]. Gear graphGn includes an even cycleC2n. The vertices ofC2n in Gn are of

two kinds: vertices of degree two and three, respectively. The vertices of degree two will be referred to as minor vertices

and vertices of degree three to as major vertices [2,11]. Let the central vertex of gear graphGn bec. The central vertexc

has a vertex degree ofn.

Theorem 9.If G2n is a gear graph for n≥ 5, then the betweenness value for the gear graph G2n with 2n+1 vertices is

B(G2n) =
4n2−7n
2n+1 .

Proof. Gear graph has three different vertices, such as the center vertex c, major vertexk and minor vertexm. The

betweenness values of each vertices are examined in four different cases.

Case 1There are two-length two different paths between the minor vertices and the center vertex. Two paths only contain

the major vertex. There are two different vertex pairs like this. So, we have

B(k) = 2(1/2) = 1.

Case 2Let examine the paths between major vertices in two subcases. Let x andy be different two major vertices from

each other.

Case 2.1There are two paths between vertex pairs whose distance fromover cycle isd(x,y) = 2. These paths are

xmyover cycle andxcyover the center vertex. It is easy to see thatbx,y(m) = 1/2; andbx,,y(c) =,1/2;.

While each minor vertexm is included by a vertex pair, the center vertexc is included byn different vertex

pairs. Thus, we obtain

B(m) = 1/2 andB(c) = n/2.

Case 2.2There is one path between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y)> 2. This isxcypath over the

center vertex. The center vertexc is included byn(n−3)/2 different vertex pairs. From the definition of

betweenness value, we know that

B(c) = n(n−3)/2.

Case 3Let examine the paths between minor vertices in three cases.Let x andy be two minor vertices different from each

other.

Case 3.1There is onexkypath between vertex pairs whose distance from over cycle isd(x, y) = 2 . Each major

vertexk is included by a vertex pair. From the definition, we have

B(k) = 1.

Case 3.2There are five different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) = 4. One of them

is over cycle and four of them are over the center vertex. Thus, we obtainbx,y(c) = 4/5 . The path over

c© 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology
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cycle contains the minor vertexm. So, we havebx,y(m) = 1/5 While the center vertex is included byn

different vertex pairs, each minor vertexm is included by a vertex pair. Therefore, we obtain

B(c) = 4n/5 andB(m) = 1/5 .

These five paths include the major vertex other than the abovestudied the center and minor vertex. There

are n different vertex pairs providing this condition. For each major vertexk: each major vertexk is

contained only four of these vertex pairs. In two of these, the betweenness values are 2/5, in others two

are 3/5. By combining obtained two equalities for each major vertex k, we obtain

B(k) = 2(2/5+3/5 ) = 2.

Case 3.3There are four different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y)> 4 . The center

vertex is in all these paths. It is included byn(n−5)/2 different vertex pairs. From the definition, we

obtain

B(c) =
(n(n−5)/2)4

4
= n(n−5)/2.

These four paths also include the major vertex. The two pathscontain the minor vertex. Each minor vertex

k is included by 2(n−5) different vertex pairs. So, we have

B(k) = 2(n−5)(2/4) = n−5.

Case 4Let examine the paths betweenx andy in two cases. Letx be a major vertex andy be a minor vertex.

Case 4.1There are three different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) = 3. One of

them is over cycle and the other two are over the center vertex. For the center vertexc, we know that

bx,y(c) = 2/3. There are 2n different vertex pairs providing this condition and including the center vertex.

Thus, we have

B(c) = 2n(2/3).

The minor vertexm is only in path over cycle. It is included by 2 different vertex pairs. From the definition,

we obtain

B(m) = 2(1/3 ) = 2/3.

These three paths include the major vertex other than the above studied the center and minor vertex. There

are 2n different vertex pairs providing this condition. For each major vertexk: each major vertexk is

contained only four of these vertex pairs. In two of these, the betweenness values are 2/3, in others two

are 1/3. By combining obtained two equalities for each major vertex k, we obtain

B(k) =,2(2/3+1/3) = 2.

Case 4.2There are two different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) > 3. The center

vertex c is in all these paths. The major vertexk is in only one path. Hence, in these two paths the

betweenness values of the major vertexk and the center vertexc are 1/2 and 2/2, respectively. While

each major vertexk is included by 2(n− 4) different vertex pairs, the center vertexc is included by

n(n−4) different vertex pairs. From the definition, we obtain

B(k) = (2(n−4))1/2= n−4

c© 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology
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B(c) = (n(n−4))2/2= n(n−4).

By summingCase1, 2, 3 and 4, the betweenness values of the center vertexc, major vertexk and minor

vertexmare, respectively;

B(c) =
n
2
+

n(n−3)
2

+
4n
5
+

n(n−5)
2

+
4n
3

+n(n−4) = 2n2−
161n
30

B(k) = 1+1+2+n−5+2+n−4= 2n−3

B(m) = 1/2 +1/5 +2/3= 41/30.

As a consequence, the betweenness value of gear graph is

B(G2n) =
1

2n+1

[

2n2−
161n
30

+n(2n−3)+n
41
30

]

=
4n2−7n
2n+1

.

Thus, the proof is completed.

7 Betweenness centrality of sunflower graph

Sunflower graphSFn consists of a wheel with central vertexc and ann-cyclev0,v1,v2, . . . ,vn−1 and additionaln vertices

w0,w1,w2, . . . ,wn−1 wherewi is joined by edges tovi ,vi+1 for i = 0,1,2, . . .n−1 wherei +1 is taken modulon. SFn has

order 2n+1 and size 4n. Let c be the central vertex ofSFn. The central vertexc has a vertex degree ofn. The vertices of

SFn\ {c} are of two kinds: vertices of degree five and two, respectively. The vertices of degree two will be referred to as

minor vertices and vertices of degree five to as major vertices [10,11].

Theorem 10.If SFn is a sunflower graph for n≥ 7, then the betweenness value for the sunflower graph SFn with 2n+1

vertices isB(SFn) =
8n2−24n+5

2(2n+1) .

Proof.Sunflower graph has three different vertices, including thecenter vertexc, the major vertexk and the minor vertex

m. None of the shortest paths that are between all pairs of vertices in graph does not passes through minor vertices. Hence,

the betweenness value ofmminor vertices is zero. The betweenness values of the centervertexc andk major vertices are

examined in four different cases.

Case 1Let examine the paths between major vertices. Since this case is very similar to the proof of Theorem6, we have

B(k) = 1/2 andB(c) = (n−5)(n−1)/2.

Case 2Let examine the paths between minor vertices in four cases. Let x andy be minor vertices different from each

other.

Case 2.1There is only one path between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) = 2. This path isxky

path. There is only one vertex pair including the major vertex and providing this condition. From the

definition, we know that for each major vertexk

B(k) = 1.

Case 2.2There is only one path between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y)= 3. The path contains the

major vertex. There is two different vertex pairs includingthe major vertex and providing this condition.

c© 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology
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Thus, we obtain for each major vertexk

B(k) = 2(1/1 ) = 2.

Case 2.3There are exactly five different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) = 4. One

of them is over cycle; other remaining paths are over the center vertex. The center vertexc is included by

n different vertex pairs as distance over cycled(x, y) = 4. Then, we have

B(c) = n(4/5 ).

These five paths include the major vertex other than the abovestudied the center vertex. For each major

vertexk: there are five different vertex pairs providing this condition and also including each major vertex

k. In two of these, the betweenness values are 3/5, in the other two are 2/5 and in one is 1/5.By combining

obtained these equalities for each major vertexk, we obtain

B(k) = 1/5 +2(3/5+2/5 ) = 11/5 .

Case 2.4There are four different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) > 4. The center

vertex is included in every four paths. There aren(n−7)/2 different vertex pairs as like this. From the

definition, we know that

B(c) = (n(n−7)/2 )4/4 = n(n−7)/2 .

Two of these paths include the major vertex. Hence, the betweenness value of the major vertexk is 2/4.

There are 2(n−7) different vertex pairs. So, we obtain for each major vertexk

B(k) = 2(n−7) (2/4) = n−7.

Case 3Let examine the paths between minor and major vertices in three cases. Letx be minor andy be major vertices.

Case 3.1There is only one path between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x,y) = 2. This is xkypath.

There is two vertex pairs including the major vertex and providing this condition. From the definition, we

know that for each major vertexk

B(k) = 2.

Case 3.2There are three different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x, y) = 3. One of

them is over cycle, other remaining paths are over the centervertex. From the definition, we know that

bx,y(c) = 2/3 . The center vertexc is included by 2n different vertex pairs as distance over cycled(x, y) =

4. Then, we have

B(c) = 2n(2/3) = 4n/3.

In these three paths, there are three major vertices. One of them is included in two different paths and the

others are included in only one path. There are a total of six different vertex pairs providing this condition.

In two of these, the betweenness values of each major vertexk are 2/3 and in the others is 1/3. This is

valid each major vertexk. By combining obtained these equalities for each major vertexk, we obtain

B(k) = 2(2/3+1/3+1/3) = 8/3.

c© 2017 BISKA Bilisim Technology
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Case 3.3There are two different paths between vertex pairs whose distance over cycle isd(x,y) > 3. These paths

are over the center vertex. So, the center vertexc is included in both two paths. The center vertex is also

included byn(n−6) different vertex pairs as like this. Therefore, we get

B(c) = n(n−6)(2/2) = n(n−6).

Only one of these two paths contains the major vertex. For each major vertexk, we obtainbx,y(k) = 1/2.

There are 2(n−6) different vertex pairs providing this condition and also including each major vertexk.

Then, for each major vertexk, we obtain

B(k) = 2(n−6)(1/2) = n−6.

Case 4There are two different paths between each minor vertices and the center vertex. Each major vertexk is included

in only one path. There are 2 different vertex pairs providing this condition. Hence, we get

B(k) = 2(1/2 ) = 1.

By summing,Case1, 2, 3 and 4, the betweenness values of the center vertexc and major vertexk are, respectively;

B(c) =
(n−5)(n−1)

2
+

4n
5
+

n(n−7)
2

+
4n
3

+n(n−6) =
60n2−311n+75

30

B(k) = 1/2+1+2+11/5+n−7+2+8/3+n−6+1= 2n−49/30.

As a consequence, the betweenness value of sunflower graph is

B(SFn) =
1

2n+1

(

60n2−311n+75
30

+n

(

2n−
49
30

))

=
8n2−24n+5

2(2n+1)
.

Thus, the proof is completed.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we calculate the betweenness centrality of some wheel related networks. Calculation of betweenness

centrality for simple graphs is important because the betweenness centrality of more complex graphs can be calculated

by using betweenness centrality of its (simple) parts. Verygood practical results can be achieved if the betweenness

centrality is calculated for some real networks (e.g. the Power grid). This parameter is of particular interest becauseit is

considered to be a reasonable measure for the vulnerabilityof graphs.
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